Two Groups Complete Plans for Banquets

Ag Men Will See Awards Granted

By George Hensley, and of the University of Michigan, has been awarded a scholarship, an award, and a position in the college's honor society. The student will be inducted into the PANAMA ACADEMY OF ARTS, where he will attend and participate in the various activities of the group.

Chemists to Hear Hughes Lecture

An address by Professor Hughes, the aged and highly respected chemist, was given at the University of Michigan on Wednesday evening. The lecture was on the subject of "The Nature of Chemistry." The audience was large and was much impressed with the speaker's ability to communicate complex ideas in a clear and concise manner.

Patton to Tell Of America's Place in War

A speech by General Patton was given at the University of Michigan on Wednesday evening. The speech was on the subject of "The Role of America in the War." The audience was large and was much impressed with the speaker's ability to communicate complex ideas in a clear and concise manner.

A W S - Lists Nominees To Women's Council

ISA Will Hold Election to Fill Four Positions

The ISA, the International Student Association, announced on Thursday that it will hold an election to fill four positions. The positions are: President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Secretary. The election will be held on the college campus on Saturday, March 1st.

Juniors Head State's Delegates

Four Juniors Hold State Delegates

The Michigan State College Student Council announced on Thursday that four juniors have been selected to represent the college at the state's delegate meeting. The selected students are: John Smith, Jane Doe, Richard Brown, and Susan Lee. The meeting will be held on the state campus on Saturday, March 1st.
Hitler Predicts Naval Activity: U. S. Envoy Brawls with Nazi

Prophesying an early victory, the German traffic expert and author, Gustav Stresemann, announced early this morning that the Axis powers would win the war and that the British fleet would be destroyed within the next 18 months. The announcement was made during an interview with a prominent American journalist who had been assigned to cover the war in Berlin.

The interview was not without controversy, as the German traffic expert became increasingly agitated and threatened to denounce the American journalist as a spy. The two men engaged in a heated exchange, with the German expressing his belief in the inevitable victory of the Axis powers and the American arguing for a more realistic assessment of the situation.

The interview took place in the presence of members of the German diplomatic corps, who were quick to intervene and prevent any further escalation of the incident. The German traffic expert ultimately agreed to continue the interview, although his demeanor was noticeably more subdued.

Notes On Employment

For babysitters, couples in the city of Lansing need a reliable and experienced babysitter to assist with their children. Applications are being accepted for this position, and interested candidates are encouraged to apply. The job involves taking care of two young children, ages 3 and 5, and providing a safe and nurturing environment.

The ideal candidate should have previous babysitting experience and be available to work evenings and weekends. The position pays $15 per hour, with the possibility of overtime if needed. Interested candidates are encouraged to submit their applications and resumes to the job posting.
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Michigan State News
Clinic for Job Seekers is Open Today
Personnel Men Are to Conduct First in Series
With personnel director of the Olds Motors works on hand to answer questions, the 1941 Application Clinic series will open at 2 p.m. in the Michigan Memorial Union on Wednesday afternoon.

The 1941 Application Clinic series will be continued on December 5, 6, and 7, and on December 11, and will be sponsored by the Personnel Department in cooperation with the Student Employment Office.

Shawl Nears Completion
The shawl presented to Mrs. Elizabeth F. Shawl for her 100th birthday by the Central High School Memorial Class is almost completed.

CLINIC FOR JOB SEEKERS

A special clinic for job seekers will be conducted today in the University Union from 2 to 4 p.m. on the personnel problems of the Michigan State College. Mrs. Shawl, who was born at Houghton, Mich., April 11, 1841, was given the shawl on her 100th birthday.

The shawl will be displayed at the Central High School Memorial Class meeting on December 9. Mrs. Shawl was long active in the work of the school, and it is expected that the shawl will be a suitable gift for the occasion.

The clinic will be conducted by personnel men of the Olds Motors work, and will be open to all students and employees seeking employment.

Only the Bravest, Only the Strong. Need Apply Here

Imitation bentonite, with the work of a new machine, is to be added to Michigan State College's Practical Art Museum.

This week has seen a number of changes in the art museum, including the addition of modern art, the installation of new exhibits, and the reopening of the central hall.

The museum will be open to the public from 2 to 4 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

AG BANQUET

(Continued from Page 1)
A.A.H.E. banquet will be held on January 31 in the Michigan Union.

The banquet will be held to honor the outstanding achievements of the students in the agricultural field.

The program will include a dinner, a speech by a prominent figure in the agricultural field, and a dance.

Term Play Follows New Trend To Offer Audience Escape

“Night Must Fall” dramatic production to be presented March 5 and 6 in the auditorium. In its fine line, the trend in the play, is to reflect the classics in modern horror plays.

The play will be directed by W. F. Thompson and will be presented by the Michigan State College Dramatics Society.

The play will be a retelling of the classic tale of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.

BIOLOGY WATTAWHATO—Since Fall, 1935, William R. Gregory, will address the Michigan State College biology students.

Mr. Gregory will be giving a series of lectures on the importance of biology in modern society.

The lectures will be held in the biology department.

Christie Fellowship—The Christie Fellowship, established in memory of the late Dr. Robert L. Christie, will be presented to outstanding students in the biological sciences.

The fellowship will be awarded to students who have shown exceptional promise in their field.

The fellowship will be presented at the annual meeting of the American Society for Biological Studies.

SPY FEAR

(Continued from Page 1)
A new type of spice, with a strong smell, is being used in many homes.

The spice is said to prevent the growth of mold in food.

Examples of the first type of spice are garlic, ginger, and cinnamon.

The spice is said to be effective in preventing the growth of mold in food.

Action! From the Women’s Angle

Teen Girls.

The Michigan State College for Women has organized a new group for young women, called the Teen Group.

The group will meet every Thursday evening at 7 p.m.

PORTO CONTACT
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State Track Powers Clash In Triangular Meet Here Tonight

Michigan to Send Big Ten Kings Against Spartans, Hurons

East Field Threatens Jenison Marks

Under track supremacy of the Big Ten when the three most powerful teams in the state, Michigan, Michigan State, and Ohio State battle in a triangular meet tonight, the weather is expected to be fair after noontime, winds gusty enough to make every event of considerable nature.

Spartans Get Three-Week Rest Period

Husain Shames Barkey's Streak At 57 Straight

In what was expected to be one of the toughest meets of the year, Michigan State's annual sweep was started off by shutting out the University of Michigan, 58-26, in the Big Ten meet. Michigan State swept the team and all-event titles. All the events were won by 14 or more margin. Shames ended Barkey's streak at 57 games and smashed his record of 54.

Badgers Meet State Mermen Here Friday

Winningly Picked in Poll: From the Associated Press, the Big Ten pollsters picked Michigan State as the No. 1 team in the country. Michigan State will face the University of Minnesota this Friday.

Cage Mentors Watch Frosh After Marquette Victory

By Ed Kitchen

With the only business of meeting Notre Dame's Irish team, cage mentors were able to put aside the previous excitement of winning the Big Ten tournament and focus on the challenge ahead.

In an effort to select the best team for the upcoming tournament, the mentors have been observing the performances of the candidates and will be making their final decision shortly.

Spartan Sports Lines

By Joe Slack

WEDNESDAY PREVIEW

After being given a vote by Michigan State's monthly track poll, several members of the poll have predicted that the meet will be won by Michigan State. They also predicted that the Spartans will win both the 100 and 200-yard dashes.

Action Begins

In All-College Cage Play

DZV's Mustangs Triumph in First Round Victories

Basketball, in its most thrilling form, tournament play, hit the Spartan campus last night, and 12 teams (one of which was the first-place team) were eliminated in the first day of the tournament. The Mustangs, in their first game, easily disposed of the University of Michigan, 81-62.

Fencers Sweep Tournament In Detroit

Fencing, which is one of the sports Michigan State has excelled in, performed well at the Detroit tournament last weekend. The Mustangs took first place in the competition, followed by Ohio State and Michigan.

Culver Upsets State Polioists

Van Frens Team Can't Compete At Nationals

It looks like we can't make it to the nationals, but we're trying our best to improve our performances in the upcoming meets.

Mountaineer Boxers After Revenge for State Defeat

Rent on existing revenue "Mountaineer style," the University of Kentucky's boxing aggregation will send the team to West Virginia to make up for last year's loss. The team plans to select boxers who can compete at the national level.

The Mountaineers have been training hard and are determined to avenge last year's defeat. They are confident of their ability to win the upcoming matches and are preparing themselves mentally and physically for the tournament.